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Modern Landscape!

bv Nur Husna Serip Mohamad

The past decades have witnessed many lifestyle trends 
and changes in terms of fitness, trendy drinks, hobbies 
and house decor. Landscape too has become increasingly 
recognised as a topic of central importance in most house
holds. Many started to show appreciation of landscapes as 
it represents certain values to them. There are various 
types of landscape such as natural-looking landscape 
(artificial grass), a neat landscape, or a landscape with soil 
conservation practices.

Personally, landscape carries the value of family, tranquilli
ty or relaxation for me. I could fully utilise my garden for so 
many things. We could enjoy the greenery while doing 
family activities there. Imagine having a family portrait dur
ing the morning of the Eid, or having a barbeque gathering 
at the yard at night. Oh it won’t be dark since we can install 
light poles to lighten up the area! My nephews and nieces 
would enjoy running, falling, crawling and rolling on the
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. . .  continued from the previous page

grass. Having a neat garden is definitely important for the kids’ safety.

On another level, house owners started to install mini golf areas in their backyard. Basically, 
human-modified landscapes exhibit varying patterns and functions to suit the house owner’s 
lifestyle.

Creating an impactful outdoor area can definitely affect one’s life and mood. You must know 
that you can design a great landscape without breaking your bank! You just have to find the 
right landscapers who can suggest the appropriate design and materials to uplift your 
home. You must know that landscape can increase the value of your property too! So, other 
than for personal satisfaction, landscaping is beneficial for long-term investment as it signifi
cantly adds to your home's value.

- s r . * * *
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